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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

After having analyzed 33 data in the previous chapter, it can be 

concluded that there are two type of preposition, such as Space Preposition 

and Metaphor Preposition that occur in Birds of Prey movie. The writer just 

focused on finding the type of Space Preposition and Metaphor Preposition 

that occur in data take from Bird of Prey movie. From the previous thoughts, 

it can be concluded as follows from 33 data has been analyzed, the writer 

found some of Space Preposition and Metaphor Preposition in Bird of Prey 

movie.  

The writer found types of  Specified Point in Space, General Area, 

Movement, Three - Dimensional Space, On to of a Horizontal Surface, 

Points, Surface, Volumes, Two or Three Dimensions, Surface or Liner 

Concept, Past or Through, Vertical Dimension from Space Preposition and 

Thoughts and Meanings, Feelings or Emotions  from Metaphor Preposition. 

From 33 data that has been analyzed in chapter IV, the writer found 

that space preposition and metaphor preposition. There are 13 data found in 

Space Preposition : Specified Point in Space, General Area, Movement, 

Three - Dimensional Space, On to of a Horizontal Surface, Points, Surface, 

Volumes, Two or Three Dimensions, Surface or Liner Concept, Past or 

Through, Vertical Dimension. Meanwhile, there are 21 data found in 
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Metaphor Preposition: Thoughts and Meanings, Feelings or Emotions. Based 

on the analysis above, the most preposition found in Bird of Prey Movie is 

metaphor preposition with the frequency 21 data. 

 

B. Suggestion   

After analyzing and giving conclusion about Space Preposition and 

Metaphor Preposition in Bird of Prey movie, the writer would like to draw 

suggestions of this research so that can be helpful for everyone. For the reader 

after knowing the type Space Preposition and Metaphor Preposition that 

occur in this research, the writer suggests the readers to do the double-check 

on writings, especially in movie to understand Preposition in movie. 

From the next researcher after completing this research, the writer 

suggest the next researcher to arrange research better and more detail. 

Hopefully this research can be stepping stone and reference for them to 

achieve better research so that the grammatical aspect will be automatically 

improved. 

For the campus during the research, the writer might need several 

references to support the writing. The writer felt that the lack of references 

from the campus library is due to the incomplete books contained in STBA 

JIA library, so the writer look for references from outside the campus library. 

The writer suggestions for the campus is to complete several book collections 

in STBA JIA library in order to facilitate further research by the next 

researchers. 
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